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ABSTRACT

The response of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) to hypothetical rup-
tures of the high pressure primary piping has been analyzed using two LMFBR
plant systems codes, namely IANUS and DEMO. Comparisons of the average
channel temperatures predicted by the two codes show good agreement for iden-
tical transients. However, the hot channel temperatures predicted by DEMO
are about 60K higher than the corresponding IANUS predictions for severe
transients. This difference is attributed to the "dynamic" hot channel fac-
tors employed in DEMO which discount the thermal inertia of the duct walls
for rapid transients. DEMO also predicts more severe transients for hot-leg
ruptures in FFTF than previously reported analyses for the CRBR.
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A. INTRODUCTION

WASH-1400^^ has Indicated that a pipe rupture and the resulting loss-of-

cooiant accident (LOCA) Is an Important contributor to the risk associated with

the operation of a commercial LWR. The low-pressure, liquid-metal system
(2)greatly reduces the stress on the piping, and the NRC does not consider* ' the

double-ended rupture to be a design-basis event in the FFTF (contingent upon

inspection, surveillance and further supportive research). However, the char-

acteristics of a pipe rupture In an LMFBR present a unique set of problems which

must be considered in applying the NRC's "defense-In-depth approach" to safety

analysis of the FFTF. In particular, the lack of inherent shutdown capability,

provided by the coolant-moderator In an LWR, puts stringent requirements on the

speed and reliability of the plant protective system in responding to a LOCA.

Further, if a break occurs, the sodium itself presents the potential *or severe

interactions with air and/or concrete with a possibility* ' of overpressurizing

the containment structure.

B. RUPTURE MODELING

The geometric and thermal-hydraulic input data for rupture modeling is too

voluminous to include In this paper. In general, the data has been taken from

the FSARV ' for rated plant conditions and the default models are chosen.

Since the IANUS manual' ' is proprietary, specific differences with the model-

ing Indicated in the FSAR is Indicated In Table I along with the modeling em-

ployed in DENO-F, the BNL modified version of the DEMO*6* code used in FFTF

analysis.

The main basis for comparisons between the two codes is the hot channel

sodium exit temperature predictions provided In the following sections, but

additional parameters (core flow, break flow, loop flow, average channel tem-

perature, reactor power and power to flow ratio) have been compared and are

1 '



TABLE 1

Comparison of DEMO-F and IANUS Rupture Modeling
As Used in the Presert Investigation

Modeling Feature

Core pressure drop

Decay heat

Pump performance

Pump motor torque

Guard vessel and
containment cell

Cover gas system

FSAR IANUS

Unspecified

125% of nominal

Nominal

Nominal

[l]

Pressure determined
by spilled sodium

Full modeling with
0.031 nr/sec make-up
rate

Present IANUS

139.3 psi
(960 kPa)

1252 of nominal

Nominal

Nominal

DEMO-F

139.3 psi
(960 kPa)

120% of nominal

Nominal

The pump-speed is
held constant for
0.5 second to
simulate the action
of the synchronous
motor

Constant pressure Constant pressure
* containment plus

spi l led sodium level

Constant pressure t2J Full modeling with
0.031 m /sec make-up
rate

Hot-channel factors Flow dependent Flow dependent Flow dependent

mNominal values are given in HEOL-556

'The default of a constant pressure cover gas system has been used for the
base case but the sens i t iv i ty of the temperature response (particularly
the second peak) has been demonstrated by varying modeling and make-up
rate .



reported elsewhere.* ' Copies of the Input data and tabular output for the

OEHO-F results may be obtained on microfiche from the authors.

B.I Cold-Leg Ruptures

In the absence of other failures, the hypothetical cold-leg rupture re-

sults In two temperature peaks occurring at distinctly different times during

the progression of the accident as illustrated in Figure 1. The timing and

magnitude of the two peaks depend predominantly on rupture location and rupture

size and to a lesser extent (within modeling uncertainties} on trip time, cover

gas simulation and pump performance. The first peak occurs within about two

seconds of the rupture and reflects the power-to-flow mismatch brought on by

the sudden flow reduction (or flow reversal) in the inlet flow from the broken

loop. Since the fluid inertia, between the break and reactor vessel inlet, de-

lays the occurrence of maximum break flow, this first peak Is strongly affected

by break location.

The second peak In temperature (Figure 1) reflects the power-to-flow mis-

match which occurs after the pumps have coasted down to pony motor speed. Since

the pump discharge rate is nearly constant and the fluid acceleration is small,

the break flow (and thus the core flow) is influenced by the cover gas pressure

and the break pressure. For this study, the pressure outside the break has been

held constant In IANUS (neglecting the mitigating effects of cell-liner seals,

guard vessels, and possible sodium fires) so the remaining parameters which af-

fect the break pressure are: break size, break elevation, and cover gas pressure.

The FFTF Project staff has treated'4' the cold-leg break as an extremely

unlikely event for which the main criterion Is to maintain a coolable core ge-

ometry. The staff has further suggested"' that the sodium saturation temper-

ature be used as an Interim criterion until the data are obtained which show
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Figure 1 Characteristic thermal response of the hot channel sodium
outlet temperature for a typical rupture of the primary
cold-leg in FFTF.



that a cool able core geometry can be maintained with cladding temperatures

in excess of the saturation temperature. In applying this approach to the

analysis of cold-leg ruptures, the FFTF Project staff has only presented* '

analyses for sufficiently small pipe ruptures to preclude boiling in the hot

channel. The present investigation has extended the range of ruptures analyzed

to double-ended offset shear at the reactor vessel inlet (RVI) in order to pro-

vide severe tests for intercode comparisons and to indicate the possible con-

sequences of such a rupture.

8.1.1 Effects of Break Size

The double-ended rupture at the RVI is conceptually the worst-case rupture

that can occur, since the RVI nozzle is the lowest point in the primary piping.

The hot-channel temperature predictions for this "worst-case" pipe rupture are

shown in Figure 2. Both IANUS and DEMO-F predict that the saturation temperature

will be exceeded within one second of the rupture (while the core power and rod

heat flux remain high) and will reach a peak of over 1500 K within two seconds.

In the strict sense, the code predictions lose their significance after the so-

dium saturation temperature is reached (particularly at these high power levels

where film boiling, reduced heat transfer coefficients and resultant clad fail-

ure would be expected), but the predicted accident progression remains valid

for purposes of intercode comparison (since both IANUS and DEMO model a nonboil-

ing fluid). The trends exhibited in Figure 2 also occur (to a lesser extent)

for less severe transients. Thus, in the context of intercode comparison, it

is important to make three observations (based on knowledge of the detailed

tabular data reported previously* ' ) :
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Figure 2 IANUS and DEMO-F predictions of the hot-channel sodium exit
temperature for a double-ended rupture at the FFTF RVI.



(1) The hot-channel sodium temperature peak at two seconds occurs under

nearly identical conditions of core power and flow predicted by the

two codes. The essential difference betwê lh the two predictions is

the calculated hot channel enthalpy risa factor (1.8 for I ANUS versus

2.0 for DEMO-F). While the same hot channel factors are input to the

two codes (including the flow dependence based on FLOOISC analyses^ ')>

DEMO-F neglects the transient effects of the duct wall on the hot

channel. Thus, the DEMO-F hot-channel calculations respond to rapid

thermal transients while the IANUS hot-channel calculations are damped

by the thermal inertia of the duct.

(2) The slower thermal recovery exhibLad by IANUS (after the first peak

occurs at about two seconds) is due to the differences in cover gas

and guard vessel modeling. The constant pressure model in IANUS keeps

the break flow high, eventually causing reverse flow in the core.

(3) The sudden decrease in the IANUS temperature curve occurs after flow

reversal (6.8 seconds) as the outlet temperature becomes the inlet

temperature. At this point, the hottest sodium is somewhere within

the core and the outlet temperatures are nearly meaningless.

Note, however, that if the guard vessel were simulated, the break would be

covered and the break flow would be reduced before flow reversal occurred. With

the cover gas model in DEMO-F, the total break flow substantially decreases the

cover gas pressure which reduces the break flow rate. DEMO-F represents the

cover gas system as it is intended to operate, while the IANUS model is intended

to provide a limit on the performance of a failed cover gas system. The sensi-

tivity of the results to cover gas modeling are discussed more fully in Section

B.I.3.



The effect of a reduction in the rupture area is, logically enough, a

reduced break flow and reduced thermal transient. No attempt has been made to

predict the response of the FFTF plant to all rupture sizes. In fact, the rup-

ture model3 in DEMO-F and IANUS are only applicable to "large" ruptures. (There

is a small and intermediate break model which has been incorporated into DEMO-F,

but has not yet been dubugged). However, it is informative to illustrate the
(41predicted response to the largest rupture previously analyzed* ' at the RVI.

n

This particular rupture size (an area of 0.048 m ) is relevant because it is the

largest (or nearly so) rupture at the RVI for which the predicted behavior is not

compromised by the lack of a boiling model.

The hot-channel temperature predictions for this rupture area are shown in

Figure 3. Note that as in the case of the double-ended rupture, DEMO-F predicts

a higher initial peak than does IANUS, (this is attributable to the aforementioned

differences in the treatment of the hot-channel factor) but this peak is still

somewhat below the saturation temperature (by about 40 K). As with the worst-

case analysis, the hot-channel temperature predictions begin to diverge with time.

DEMO-F predicts the second peak in temperature to occur 55 seconds after the rupture

and be slightly less (about 50 K) than the first peak. The IANUS model predicts

a much lower peak occurring 20 seconds after the rupture. However, inspection of

the break flow predictions in Figure 4 indicates that this reduced peak is again

due to a reversal of the core flow 22 seconds after the rupture and a comparable

peak in temperature would be expected to occur slightly below the core exit.

B.I.2 Effects of Break Location

For any loop-type LMFBR (or in the particular case of the FFTF), the effects

of moving the hypothetical rupture location away from the RVI are basically fourfold:

8
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Figure 3 IANUS and DEMO-F predictions of the hot-channel sodium exit
temperature for an orifice rupture of 0.048 m2 at the FFTF
RVI with a contraction coefficient of 0.62.
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(1) The driving pressure for the break flow is reduced by the change in

the elevation head. Note that the RVI is the lowest point in the pi-

pir<?, so this is always a reduction.

(2) The pressure at the reactor vessel inlet is increased by the change in

the elevation head (resulting in increased core flow).

(3) The inertia of the fluid between the break and the RVI is increased

(in proportion to the distance from the RVI) resulting in an increased

acceleration pressure drop and correspondingly increased pressure at the

RVI.

(4) The resistance of components between the break and RVI tend to increase

the pressure at the RVI. This is, of course, especially true if the

break is upstream of an operating check valve.

Note, that all of these effects will affect the scram time but for a well designed

scram system the delayed scram tends to be a second order effect. With these trends

in mind, it is not particularly instructive to investigate all possible rupture lo-

cations. It is, however, interesting to determine the response of the present mod-

els to the most severe double-ended rupture previously analyzed* ' (located at

the check valve inlet). For the sake of completeness, the predicted response with

an operating check valve is shown in Figure 5. For this case, the break flow is

quickly limited by the action of the check valve and the resulting thermal ex-

cursion (to a hot-channel temperature of less than 1100 K) is quickly brought under

control by the action of the plant protection system.

By moving the hypothetical rupture just downstream of the check valve, the

predicted thermal excursion (Figure 6) is much more severe with predicted hot-

channel sodium exit temperatures well above (in excess of 50 K) the saturation

temperature.

11.
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F;gure 6 IANUS and DEHO-F predictions of the hot-channel sodium exit
temperature for a double-ended rupture at the outlet of the
check valve in FFTF.
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With the additional postulate of a tailed (open) check valve, the codes

predict boiling or near boiling conditions for any double-ended rupture of the

cold-leg. In particular, the Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) outlet Is as

far from the RVI as possible on the cold-leg and one would expect this location

to be the least severe for all double-ended cold-leg breaks. This expectation
•

Is supported by the code predictions, but the calculated hot-channel sodium exit

temperatures (Figure 7) are still within 40 K of the saturation temperatura. It

Is also worthy of note that the DEMO-F and IANUS peak (in time) hot-channel so-

dium exit temperatures are In substantially better agreement at the IHX outlet

than was the case for the other locations (check valve outlet, and RVI). This Is

not due to a decrease In the DFMD-F enthalpy-rise, hot-channel factor. (It Is

still approximately 2.0 for this fast transient). It Is simply due to an addi-

tional modeling difference In that DEMO-F does not account for the decrease In

elevation within the IHX guard vessel for cold-leg breaks. (It does account for

this elevation change for hot-leg breaks). Thus, the fictitiously high elevation

In DEMO-F decreases the driving head resulting In slightly less flow out of the

rupture than does IANUS.

B.I.3 Effects of Cover Gas Modeling

As previously mentioned, the first peak In temperature occurs so rapidly

after a large high-pressure pipe rupture that It Is not very sensitive to the

modeling of the cover gas system. The second peak (if there is one) which occurs

after the pumps have coasted down, can be affected by the cover gas model ing,

since the difference between the cover gas pressure and the pressure at the

break is one of the main variables which affect the break flow (the acceleration

terms are small and the hydraulic head is changing slowly). Mechanistically, the

IANUS constant pressure model is a worst-case assumption (predicting the highest
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Figure 7 IANUS and DEMO-F predictions of the hot-channel sodium exit
temperature for a double-ended rupture at the IHX outlet with
a failed check valve.



possible break flow) which may be thought of as representing an additional rup-

ture of the cover gas tubing such that a direct link to the containment buildinq

Is provided. Similarly, the DEMO-F model contains the optimistic assumption

(In that It minimizes break flow) that the cover gas system operates as designed.

DEMO-F and IANUS hot-channel temperature and average channel temperature
2

predictions for an orifice rupture of 0.048 m at the RVI are shown in Figure 8.

For this prediction, the variable cover gas option and guard vessel model are

used in IANUS so that the two codes are as similar as possible. Under these

conditions, the entire thermal transient for the average channel is quite similar

with only slight differences in the recovery temperature (at about 10 seconds)

and the second peak in temperature (apparently due to a slightly different so-

dium level in the guard vessel). The aforementioned differences in hot-channel

factor modeling are still exhibited in the hot-channel results.

The cover gas feed rate has very little effect on the thermal transient

from 0.0 to 0.01 m/sec (the limit specified in SDD 51* ' ) . Even for four times

the intended flow rate, the effect on the temperature peaks is less than 20 K,

but for the failed (constant pressure) cover gas model in IANUS, the break flow

may be nearly doubled as shown in Figure 9.

B.I.4 Effects of Flow Redistribution

The flow dependent hot-channel factor used* ' by the FFTF Project staff

has been used in both DEMO-F and IANUS rupture simulations. However, this

factor appears to have a large uncertainty at low flow rates* '. The first

(and generally limiting) peak in temperature occurs at core flow rates of at

least 15%, where the correction factor is nearly 1.0, and the flow correction

factor has very little effect on the results. However, the second peak can

occur at nearly stagnant conditions where the flow correction factor is highly

speculative.

16
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B.I.5 Effects of Sodium Boiling

Sodium boiling is not modeled by either IANUS or DEMO-F. Thus, as soon

as either code predicts boiling, the quantitative result:; from that point on

must be viewed with some skepticism. Since a rupture generally results in two

different temperature peaks, the caveats are somewhat different depending on

which peak (if either) is predicted to reach the saturation temperature. In

particular, the first thermal excursion reaches the sodium saturation tempera-

ture within one second after a double-ended rupture at the RVI (refer back to

Figure 2). Since at least one protective function trips on each (primary and

secondary) scram system within 0.5 seconds, and the control rod delay time is

0.2 seconds, the reactor will begin to scram before boiling occurs (except in

the case where both scram systems fail - a case for which the probability and

consequences thereof are beyond the scope of this paper). Thus, even for this

early peak, boiling will not cause a power excursion (via void feedback) be-

yond the operating power. However, even at these reduced power levels (on

the order of 50%), the critical heat flux will be exceeded and clad failure

appears to be likely in the hot-channel.

The second peak occurs after 50 seconds at which time the decay power levels

are less than 5% of their initial value. This reduced power level is slightly

in excess of the 4% value which Ounn cites' ' as "the maximum power level at

which boiling can remove enough heat to prevent clad melting". However, since

the heat-up rate at this power level is quite slow, clad damage may be minimized

by the restoration of pony motor flows (as the break flow is further reduced).

B.I.6 Two-Loop Operation

The possibility of operating on two loops instead of three*(at a corre-

spondingly reduced power level of 267 MW) poses slightly different initial

19



conditions for the codes, but the trends with rupture size and location remain

the same. In general, the temperature peaks, which are predicted for large

ruptures outside the reactor guard vessel at two-loop operation, are SO K to

100 K lower than the corresponding rupture from three-loop operation. However,

for ruptures within the reactor guard vessel, the thermal transient becomes more

severe. In particular, the DEMO-F prediction of the peak hot-channel temperature

for an orifice rupture of 0.048 m at the RVI on three-loop operation is about 20K

lower than the peak predicted for the same rupture on two-loop operation (See Fig-

ure 10). More significantly, DEMO-F predicts flow reversal for the two-loop case

20 seconds after the break (which causes the calculation to terminate). In fact

for two-loop operation, DEMO-F predicts flow reversal down to a break size of

only 0.03 m2 and boiling would be expected (if the calculations could proceed).

B.2 Hot-Leg Ruptures

The general characteristics of a hypothetical rupture between the pump

and IHX are essentially the same as for a cold-leg rupture except that the

distance from the break to the RVI is longer. Thus, the thermal transient for

the worst-case hot-leg rupture (a double-ended rupture at the IHX inlet shown

in Figure 11), is slightly less severe than the "best" location in the cold-

leg (the IHX outlet - refer back to Figure 7). However, the elevated tempera-

ture, of the sodium in the hot-leg, causes somewhat different judgements to be

made as to the risk (the product of the probability and consequences) associated

with such a rupture.

In particular, the high temperature sodium, if leaked out of the piping,

can potentially react with oxygen or water. Although the steel-lined and in-

erted cells are designed to mitigate the consequences of a sodium spill, the

potential for overpressuriizing the containment exists*3'. It is also worthy

20
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Figure 11 IANUS and DEMO-F predictions of the hot-channel sodium exit
temperature for a double-ended rupture at the IHX inlet with
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of note that the expected operation of the cover gas system limits the sodium

spilled to less than 15,000 kg for hot-leg breaks or 30,000 kg for cold-leg

breaks (plus about 60 kg per hour that the pony motors remain on). However, an

additional break in the cover gas tubing (such that the pressure at the top

of the reactor vessel is in equilibrium with the containment pressure) allows

the pony motor to continue pumping sodium out of the break until the vessel

level is about 1.5 m (the maximum pump head at pony motor speed) below the

break. This level would correspond to a leakage of nearly 70,000 kg of sodium.

The high temperature operation also weakens the arguments (since the strength

is reduced and the high temperature data is scarce) which tend to preclude the

possibility of a double-ended rupture, thus, making a double-ended rupture of

the hot-leg more likely than a similar (and potentially more severe) rupture on

the cold-leg. While both codes predict a relatively mild transient, the differ-

ence in hot-channel factor modeling becomes much more significant in that the

DEMO-F prediction of the peak (in time) hot-channel clad temperature (not shown

in Figure 11) is within (10 K) of the sodium saturation temperature. With this

limited margin to boiling, it is clear that an additional perturbation (e.g.,

failure of one scram system) could result in boiling.

C. Conclusions

The pipe rupture results for FFTF are generally consistent with calculations

by the FFTF Project staff' ' and previous calculations for the CRBR*14' with two

important exceptions:

(1) The first peak in temperature predicted by DEMO-F is somewhat worse

(by about 100 K for double-ended ruptures) than that predicted by

IANUS.

23



(2) The first, peak in the hot channel temperature for a double-ended

rupture at the FFTF IHX inlet, predicted by DEMO-F, is also worse

(by about 60 K) than the corresponding peak predicted by DEf-?Ox '

for thr> CRBR.

As mentioned previously, the difference between DEMO-F and IANUS can be

explained by the differences in hot-channel factor modeling. The general as-

sessment is that the DEMO-F modeling more realistically follows a rapid transient.

The explanation for the differences betv/een CRBR and FFTF are somewhat more

involved, but due to the close similarity in the designs (the piping is scaled

for the same mass flux, while elevations and rated thermal conditions are si-

milar), the comparison can be made rather simplistic. Since a double-ended rup-

ture in either plant will result in essentially the same squilibritim flow rates

(in percent of designed core flow), the main factor affecting the first thermal

peak is the acceleration pressure drop in the broken loop. While this acceler-

ation is directly proportional to the inertance of the broken loop (length per

cross-sectional area), the time to cause the broken loop flow to reverse is also

proportional to the loop flow rate. Since the two plants (FFTF and CRBR) have

the same mass flux, the flow rate is simply proportional to the area. The re-

sult is that the time constant for the two systems is simply proportional to

the length of the cold-leg pipe. Since the FFTF has a shorter cold-leg (36 m

versus 51 m for CRBR), a rupture in the hot-leg will reach a maximum flow rate

(at which point the acceleration pressure drop is nearly zero) sooner causing

a somewhat more severe transient than the identical rupture in the CRBR.
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